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Right from top-notch cuisine, pristine beaches, an ostentatious nightlife, national art galleries &
museums, grand festivals & fairs and splendid sand dunes, one of the ultimate tourist attraction of
the 21th century, India is just about everything a tourist might desire. Being a perfect all-rounder, it
provides you the best family vacations with a distinctive aroma of the desired place to be chosen.
India, one of the revered landscapes is rich in magnificent heritage, cultures, traditions, rituals and
languages that lure people from all over the world.

In a state that lives for the outdoors, tourists can imagine lots of quality time discovering its
spectacular sand dunes, rare wildlife, grand folk dance & music and camel safari. The only way to
explore the beauty of Rajasthan is via camel ride, endowing you spectacular sights of rustic styles
and culture of villages in Rajasthan that one would love to keep as memory forever. Just make sure
donâ€™t miss to visit at Ranthambore national park for having a wildlife experience, riding on jeep,
catching views of chirping of birds at this park.

Take a deep breath, thereâ€™s plethora to see. India is preeminent for having cultural artistic sketches
of former Kings and Rajputs via architecture buildings and complexes and it also bestows you with
its unmatched beauty at the backdrop. To really understand the futuristic buildings, you must visit to
Delhi, the imperial national capital of Indian. The classy Red Fort has emerged as heritage building
with advanced slice of marbles and interiors. Looking at the Qutub Minar is a real thing that tells the
accurate story tale of Mughals. One of the obvious delightful tourist attractions of this stunning city is
Humayun Tomb, a unique colonial site of this place that lure people with its premium traditional
work. Despite it, Delhi houses many bustling markets like Chandni Chowk for having fantastic
experience.

For a very different take on your vacation, you just spend a night in a heritage houseboat in Kerala
and experience worldâ€™s great luxury accommodation and services. These houseboats are mobile in
nature that allows its guests to swim into the crystalline water whenever they want to be. The iconic
boats are so enormous youâ€™ll be overwhelmed if you do focus on the sights on the way. On board,
donâ€™t miss to explore traditional sights while passing through it.

Not just all this, India tours offer you other plenty of tremendously beautiful tourist destinations to
experience including Goa, Shimla, Orissa, Darjeeling and religious places like Varanasi, Rishikesh
and Haridwar.
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Aloktrch - About Author:
Alok is a traveler and he has great interest to share his experiences about travel and vacation in
India. You can understand to India better by all the articles published by him. He write article for
Culture Holidays India Pvt. Ltd. one of the leading Travel and Tourism company in India that are
offering you best offers on a Kerala holiday packages, a Goa holiday packages & a Rajasthan
holiday packages for your beautiful vacation in India.
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